
 

Variaudio 2.0 Vstl [UPD]

if you have a working knowledge of other daws, you know that they can be a pain to work with.
and while some of the new features in variaudio will work best with cubase users, you can still
use it in other daws as well. but first, let me explain a few of the new features in variaudio. the
new chord track allows you to specify what chord progression should be in your song, and the
midi, instrument, and audio tracks can follow the chord track making fast work for lead sheet

fiends. the chord track editor allows you to pre-define the chord progression of your project. then
the midi, instrument, and audio tracks can follow the chord track making fast work for lead sheet

fiends. while you work on your project, you can change your settings in real-time and see how
the tracks will sound when the changes are applied. the area of pitch-correction is where

variaudio really shines. in general, there are two methods of pitch-correction in terms of usage:
simply play the instrument or vocal and manually tune in the right pitch. the first of these is not
always feasible for vocals, especially if you are doing it manually, and the second is usually not a

very accurate process, because it is based on a simple recording (without quantization and
compression) of the performance. variaudio improves on both of these methods by using a real-
time detection process to find the pitch of the performance you are working on, and then playing

back the performance in a loop. once the performance is looped, the pitch is automatically
adjusted and playback resumes. the results of the automatic pitch-correction can be adjusted or

modified by changing the playback rate and/or the pitch-detection settings. a loop can be
stopped (or paused) at any point and can be played back as normal. this type of pitch-correction

is really useful for anyone who is working on the final performance of a vocal performance -
whether it's a solo, a duet or a group - and for vocalists that aren't comfortable with recording

vocals in the first place, it's probably the best method for them.
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the variaudio plugin provides a number of tools for working with audio. these include an audio
effects editor, a microphone editor, a sampler editor, an audio effects editor, a mix console, and
a remote control editor. for lead sheets that are created, you can take the audio tracks and use

the chord track to create the harmonies that will accompany the melody. then when you've
created a backing track, the variaudio tracks can be dragged in to create an effect or guide track
with your lead sheet chords. the variaudio tracks are midi tracks so you can use them to create

drum tracks or guide tracks for your instruments. while variaudio 2.0 is a significant
improvement over the original variaudio, the only limitation is the vst 2.0 plugin format. so you

wont be able to use it with native instruments code or reason. you can, however, get the
'variaudio' plugin for these daws. variaudio is intended as a corrective tool, but it can also be

used in a more creative capacity, to generate harmonies, for example, or double-tracked parts or
even to rewrite your melody. there's currently no user control over how formants are handled

(something else for the wishlist), so any shifting of notes more than afew semitones up or down
has to be done with care, but as shown on page 88 of the getting started manual, where anew
'upward flair' is created, the results can be impressive. even if the audio quality of your melody
rewrite isn't acceptable as the final vocal, it can still provide ameans of creating auseful guide

track for asinger if you decide to rerecord the new melody. 5ec8ef588b
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